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00:00:19 --> 00:00:22:

So. Do Sebastian?

00:00:22 --> 00:00:28:

Motorola Rua. Solo.

00:00:28 --> 00:00:29:

What do I?

00:00:31 --> 00:00:32:

Look I'm also hello.

00:00:40 --> 00:00:44:

Too many.

00:00:44 --> 00:00:46:

OK, you look at OK,

00:00:46 --> 00:00:48:

let me tell you talk.

00:00:48 --> 00:00:52:

So much or two tables reduce their new percentages shown.

00:00:52 --> 00:00:56:

The emerging trend in real estate.

00:00:56 --> 00:00:59:

No don't.

00:00:59 --> 00:01:02:

So no, no Peniston.

00:01:02 --> 00:01:05:

If they do that.

00:01:05 --> 00:01:09:
00:01:09 --> 00:01:10:

The officer appointed someone said to other city Trudeau
don't
lose at home.

00:01:10 --> 00:01:14:

Death this year for Terry.

00:01:14 --> 00:01:20:
00:01:20 --> 00:01:22:

This additional citrico senior vice president session and had
chosen
your apologies.

00:01:22 --> 00:01:26:

Yeah, also please hold on fix head of European real

00:01:26 --> 00:01:27:

estate finance,

00:01:27 --> 00:01:34:

Italians, cristate. Roe V2 signature never Bruno.

00:01:34 --> 00:01:37:

Really even knew this became partner.

00:01:37 --> 00:01:40:

Share PwC.

00:01:40 --> 00:01:43:

Speaking of factors, you need to set the city judo

00:01:43 --> 00:01:44:

come on later,

00:01:44 --> 00:01:46:

concentrate you have friends and come on,

00:01:46 --> 00:01:47:

say or PowerPoint.

00:01:49 --> 00:01:55:

Blood vessel poor Sebastian here today.

00:01:55 --> 00:02:01:

Unless he did her that prosodic new way Pier should
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00:02:01 --> 00:02:04:
00:02:04 --> 00:02:06:

be power V Power cashier.
Today, can check any community,

00:02:06 --> 00:02:09:

Sebastian, the city, two day it will fit in Columbus.

00:02:09 --> 00:02:13:

Short would be doubly CAULI sports cassette you know,

00:02:13 --> 00:02:16:

in collaboration with more features,

00:02:16 --> 00:02:20:
00:02:20 --> 00:02:21:

kisses keep. I'm already late because their favorite not
present
his ownership.

00:02:21 --> 00:02:25:

And that's exactly the consented to the projector Citi trends

00:02:26 --> 00:02:28:

that we need to do perception.

00:02:28 --> 00:02:31:

If he only did you say voted Trip Risk visit

00:02:31 --> 00:02:34:

check any services team.

00:02:34 --> 00:02:36:

After she.

00:02:36 --> 00:02:39:

They do not share the same people you show it.

00:02:39 --> 00:02:44:

Problematic will kill over 2 setter confronted only in working

00:02:44 --> 00:02:46:

again when equation.

00:02:46 --> 00:02:55:

Roof essentially particia anymore. Refixation kusiak his
offered any on

00:02:55 --> 00:02:56:

any Oscar.

00:02:56 --> 00:02:59:

To the question to measure should review,

00:02:59 --> 00:03:03:

I think, but they don't produce continue this circumstance.

00:03:03 --> 00:03:07:

It will fix that. We need to do perception essay

00:03:07 --> 00:03:10:

on why Apple Food explaine if you get multi cooties

00:03:10 --> 00:03:12:

coupons last Sunday,

00:03:12 --> 00:03:16:
00:03:16 --> 00:03:18:

professional do not registry offset any given contribution for
you
must have Francais.

00:03:20 --> 00:03:22:

Muscular power.

00:03:22 --> 00:03:27:

Shipping receipt you allow your situation for example.

00:03:27 --> 00:03:31:

Please don't don't don't prescribe only comment on it or

00:03:31 --> 00:03:32:

did she,

00:03:32 --> 00:03:35:

still aground and certitude Maj Oregon City,

00:03:35 --> 00:03:39:

to the vector control this area County rape?

00:03:39 --> 00:03:43:

You see the optimism scale done by Mail.

00:03:43 --> 00:03:49:

So the deal. Could Katie technician perception?

00:03:49 --> 00:03:54:

May get more in the Sudanese anymore for delivery show,

00:03:54 --> 00:03:58:

he continued, is asserted to the Doshi.

00:03:58 --> 00:04:04:

Shows more performance version politically mattica strict
your Halo if

00:04:04 --> 00:04:09:

you will affect the inevitable monotonicity machine.

00:04:09 --> 00:04:12:

Again, modestly positive culture done,
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00:04:12 --> 00:04:17:
00:04:17 --> 00:04:21:

you know, test optimist scourge revoir EVD sujet Kia Soul.
It's usually year will develop on the armor to VND

00:04:22 --> 00:04:22:

District.

00:04:22 --> 00:04:25:

Only problem.

00:04:25 --> 00:04:31:

Surely mushy APD sujet? The Lum Lum Laser Mini family

00:04:31 --> 00:04:38:

duties that turn to the setting will be here soon.

00:04:38 --> 00:04:42:

He he don't have only key terrorist more dominant as

00:04:42 --> 00:04:45:

shown to the Notre Dame St Contrave only or I

00:04:45 --> 00:04:46:

can do.

00:04:46 --> 00:04:51:

She spends along with it and then packed well generated

00:04:52 --> 00:04:52:

upskirt.

00:04:52 --> 00:04:55:

Eat after she is the best.

00:04:55 --> 00:05:00:

Change today's amount per city one.

00:05:00 --> 00:05:02:

It is only two. We may see,

00:05:02 --> 00:05:05:

we know just.

00:05:05 --> 00:05:07:

But only to do *****

00:05:07 --> 00:05:10:

the the question what news is that?

00:05:10 --> 00:05:14:

One factor Demeter? I found a support session for Posier

00:05:14 --> 00:05:16:

Circuit shown broken open.

00:05:19 --> 00:05:24:

The question I know luty to do Saturday say an

00:05:24 --> 00:05:26:

impact circle okwa.

00:05:30 --> 00:05:33:

So I guess you're not writing for years.

00:05:33 --> 00:05:36:

I don't get it done with you said it didn't

00:05:36 --> 00:05:38:

go on sorted for me you you come.

00:05:38 --> 00:05:42:

You can find more lyrics.

00:05:42 --> 00:05:45:

In the party or on.

00:05:45 --> 00:05:50:

Easy to Vester terminate. Local infect.

00:05:50 --> 00:05:53:

You can eat Papa John's and I'm parked directly in

00:05:53 --> 00:05:56:

the report me it because pursuing some tool.

00:05:56 --> 00:05:57:

Don't step on me, don't loot.

00:05:57 --> 00:05:59:

If I don't get provision.

00:06:02 --> 00:06:05:

It is climate of change.

00:06:05 --> 00:06:09:

It is time to see pick yourself.

00:06:09 --> 00:06:11:

I called the decorations more.

00:06:11 --> 00:06:13:

Don't even here.

00:06:13 --> 00:06:17:

William Duke

00:06:17 --> 00:06:20:

you could be supported on Saint Patty fancy Parliament.

00:06:20 --> 00:06:25:

Danny, don't don't wanna put me out.

00:06:25 --> 00:06:29:

Is your lamp actor Dule Hill activity site?

00:06:29 --> 00:06:32:

You want **** **** liquor?
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00:06:32 --> 00:06:34:
00:06:34 --> 00:06:38:

New construction.
You shoot important, directing films are constant.

00:06:38 --> 00:06:43:

Second week. Case owner of Global and since we could.

00:06:43 --> 00:06:46:

Under portal skip.

00:06:48 --> 00:06:52:

Good little dip on 2nd April so junior activity super

00:06:52 --> 00:06:54:

low in the inner certitude.

00:06:54 --> 00:06:58:

Profender Orloske says that the ground in Montana so at

00:06:58 --> 00:06:59:

home in New Thomas.

00:07:01 --> 00:07:03:

It is even more terrorism.

00:07:05 --> 00:07:08:

What is on the new ticket?

00:07:08 --> 00:07:11:

And secrets.

00:07:11 --> 00:07:13:

During this year, the puzzle people,

00:07:13 --> 00:07:17:

people know package stress one room.

00:07:17 --> 00:07:18:

Why did you leave? Well,

00:07:18 --> 00:07:20:

I wanna work with you offline.

00:07:20 --> 00:07:22:

I'm not for sure.

00:07:22 --> 00:07:26:

Need to get Italian? A particular movie,

00:07:26 --> 00:07:29:

film, snow and.

00:07:29 --> 00:07:33:

At work you could assist you with this data.

00:07:33 --> 00:07:36:

Olivia has an active so attractive tool.

00:07:38 --> 00:07:43:

The Bosco we a conquer morality popular designer fit for

00:07:43 --> 00:07:49:
00:07:52 --> 00:07:58:

Nola Daniela Cresa economic general setter foresee in your
pancreas.
Another zombie view, Neo massively lmaoo fit the polity.

00:07:58 --> 00:08:02:

Just comment and or Remo.

00:08:02 --> 00:08:04:

In such as Dolly, Dolly,

00:08:04 --> 00:08:07:

Marsha Financiera, Fuqua, Rapunzel, Pascal,

00:08:07 --> 00:08:11:

appellate process under this embassy server institutional,

00:08:11 --> 00:08:14:

a particular Morley company. As you answer,

00:08:14 --> 00:08:18:

the phone consume key from party are the three parties,

00:08:18 --> 00:08:21:

Armistead only from the dead?

00:08:21 --> 00:08:29:

You is there some position E ottimo Dani Daniels honey?

00:08:29 --> 00:08:31:

Yeah diesel. Off it.

00:08:33 --> 00:08:39:

The reason more principal for under steel downloaded city
Pluto
in reflection Donna Soska Ledet Fizzy Party and to do

00:08:39 --> 00:08:44:
00:08:44 --> 00:08:50:
00:08:50 --> 00:08:52:
00:08:52 --> 00:08:57:

in comparison comparable avec d'autre prod we fixed income
off
it.
Une comparison avec corporate bonds and covered bonds
and sovereign
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00:08:58 --> 00:08:58:
00:08:58 --> 00:09:01:

bonds.
Don't listen neoprene fit. Either way.

00:09:01 --> 00:09:05:

The prison prison diversification donorship financiera.

00:09:05 --> 00:09:06:

Unfair to key come on,

00:09:06 --> 00:09:12:

say. Uncle Vic in reflection long term fixed rate revenue

00:09:12 --> 00:09:15:

stabler ruuska lutra.

00:09:15 --> 00:09:20:

Extremely developer letter. The letter.

00:09:20 --> 00:09:25:

May Menton or you have a yeah exist on him

00:09:25 --> 00:09:31:

actually European in gross pelletan gushwa off at the the

00:09:31 --> 00:09:37:

modem versus small Donna let Kirkus were offset value at

00:09:37 --> 00:09:38:

promotion.

00:09:40 --> 00:09:43:

ATV Illy V8 Q physical on Feb 11.

00:09:43 --> 00:09:48:

Disponibility panic multisector bunker Kitty and put on hold or

00:09:49 --> 00:09:54:

football quicker more they do sector the US Isabel early

00:09:54 --> 00:09:59:

alternative lender can be an aureola pipeline della debt Don

00:09:59 --> 00:10:04:

Marsia lip resampling Kia model onto Massey Massey.

00:10:04 --> 00:10:05:

A massive one.

00:10:07 --> 00:10:09:

No.

00:10:09 --> 00:10:11:

Watching the happened on Pascal at this point.

00:10:16 --> 00:10:18:

No clue.

00:10:18 --> 00:10:19:

I'm talking directly.

00:10:21 --> 00:10:24:

Confirming to say can't.

00:10:24 --> 00:10:26:

Post code to Mondo live well.

00:10:28 --> 00:10:30:

They told you to get this.

00:10:34 --> 00:10:39:

We also have to escalate more let technique.

00:10:39 --> 00:10:42:

Or at all?

00:10:42 --> 00:10:46:

Dead by busy on the bunker.

00:10:46 --> 00:10:50:

Elect disponibility do cash Poly bunker.

00:10:50 --> 00:10:54:

Deepa Hulu like she's only fee.

00:10:54 --> 00:10:56:

So with a certain number,

00:10:56 --> 00:11:01:

do the notice from the control party assume.

00:11:01 --> 00:11:04:

Daniel, different publicity if he could.

00:11:07 --> 00:11:10:

Not be Christian.

00:11:10 --> 00:11:13:

To do this, we did I sit in the indicates

00:11:13 --> 00:11:16:

that associate known about so that you wanna come to

00:11:17 --> 00:11:18:

Members want to do?

00:11:18 --> 00:11:20:

Can you not ready April occur?

00:11:20 --> 00:11:23:

The company looks young.

00:11:23 --> 00:11:25:

He

00:11:25 --> 00:11:28:

come down to Keizer.
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00:11:28 --> 00:11:31:
00:11:31 --> 00:11:35:

Vaishya company nucleonic.
Bathroom so how?

00:11:35 --> 00:11:39:

Declare Koozie owner because my life not see the prospect

00:11:39 --> 00:11:40:

they do vocally.

00:11:40 --> 00:11:46:
00:11:46 --> 00:11:48:

Unsuccess City Creek Complex and Unsweet electrically
liquid.
Who Siri?

00:11:48 --> 00:11:51:

If nothing you value added.

00:11:51 --> 00:11:53:

Special call Homer City yet yes,

00:11:53 --> 00:11:55:

it's mentioned in the classroom.

00:11:55 --> 00:11:59:

Misiko member computer completely.

00:11:59 --> 00:12:03:

So who's your best quickie Rahil?

00:12:03 --> 00:12:06:

If you're not in a safety to the important,

00:12:06 --> 00:12:11:

OK, Quit dude is expected to find any equip your

00:12:11 --> 00:12:14:

respective covenant in skin.

00:12:14 --> 00:12:17:

Close to home, miss you on the constructor do do.

00:12:17 --> 00:12:19:

They got that look global more.

00:12:19 --> 00:12:22:

We live in a smoker but it will clear dificil.

00:12:25 --> 00:12:28:

Men steal that. We don't see the Banco de facto

00:12:28 --> 00:12:32:

neighborhood or business ekuona back and started with.

00:12:32 --> 00:12:38:

He's good for if we can start to see the

00:12:39 --> 00:12:39:

menu.

00:12:39 --> 00:12:43:

We just we are clear sensation body from this diversified

00:12:43 --> 00:12:44:

he quiche.

00:12:44 --> 00:12:50:

Actually this active for distressed it is on credential machine.

00:12:50 --> 00:12:52:

Costco.

00:12:52 --> 00:12:57:

Eventually I have dinner plans for her.

00:12:57 --> 00:12:58:

So.

00:12:58 --> 00:13:03:

Schedule and also isolate this result.

00:13:03 --> 00:13:06:

Nueva yunker news.

00:13:06 --> 00:13:09:

So you can counter. You could not compile.

00:13:12 --> 00:13:18:

So put on commonly listed on page 800.

00:13:18 --> 00:13:23:

Also understood the passive layer is active a escrow,

00:13:23 --> 00:13:28:

Newport, including Mashable. Several piece origami,

00:13:28 --> 00:13:31:

seldom istica and Secret Service.

00:13:31 --> 00:13:36:

Also CC that's good 2228 twenty.

00:13:36 --> 00:13:38:

No.

00:13:38 --> 00:13:40:

Stop.

00:13:40 --> 00:13:42:

Anne.

00:13:42 --> 00:13:45:

No, don't don't don't.

00:13:45 --> 00:13:48:

Stick with Andrea or work like crazy.
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00:13:50 --> 00:13:52:

And a picture.

00:13:52 --> 00:13:58:

We did a presidential adoka over junk off two days

00:13:58 --> 00:13:59:

after.

00:13:59 --> 00:14:05:

Natural, more lethal. Morley companion

00:14:05 --> 00:14:08:

Jose like you.

00:14:08 --> 00:14:12:

Megan Morrison with University server.

00:14:12 --> 00:14:16:

Does it manage Oracle those you like?

00:14:16 --> 00:14:18:

Bala

00:14:18 --> 00:14:22:

I'm keeping the diversity small.

00:14:22 --> 00:14:24:

Sticker on.

00:14:24 --> 00:14:28:

Twisted verse two services.

00:14:28 --> 00:14:31:

Yes yes. Well alright it sounds.

00:14:31 --> 00:14:34:

Real estate.

00:14:34 --> 00:14:35:

Well fed, moderate.

00:14:37 --> 00:14:39:

Until this later, if you don't know,

00:14:39 --> 00:14:42:

I say on this picture album or you got out

00:14:42 --> 00:14:42:

there,

00:14:42 --> 00:14:46:
00:14:46 --> 00:14:48:

but it deley on federal execution under certain transaction
kiddo
Monday in federal prison.

00:14:48 --> 00:14:51:

So local particular model they do see.

00:14:51 --> 00:14:53:

It's a totally juicy kiss,

00:14:53 --> 00:14:57:

somebody, so on a technical DD effective,

00:14:57 --> 00:15:00:

more secure key represent.

00:15:00 --> 00:15:05:

Equity 8 on that coming off it escales ambitious server

00:15:05 --> 00:15:06:

underneath,

00:15:06 --> 00:15:10:

you know it's a sorority ready Marche Claremont no Fuqua

00:15:11 --> 00:15:12:

Isola is not visible.

00:15:12 --> 00:15:17:

Baskets on Armistice certainly from the debt.

00:15:17 --> 00:15:20:

Embassy don't don't don't know.

00:15:20 --> 00:15:22:

She don't is on its own.

00:15:22 --> 00:15:25:

Jamier Ethereum, Fetter, Lee League,

00:15:25 --> 00:15:30:

Anyang City, effective more popcorn for so set.

00:15:30 --> 00:15:34:

Asset management. We can in fact presence Sir plus or

00:15:34 --> 00:15:40:

better keep operational Sir plus key on beneficiaries
opportunity dulkis,

00:15:40 --> 00:15:45:

mentre dollar plus danca we pull up on that access

00:15:45 --> 00:15:47:

to lizum BC so international.

00:15:47 --> 00:15:51:

Is it a lie Hungary?

00:15:51 --> 00:15:55:

2 little panic. More domestic Mail series on telesino.

00:15:55 --> 00:15:57:

Partly funded it.
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00:15:57 --> 00:16:01:

The counterfeit Japans location, location,

00:16:01 --> 00:16:05:

location, same cover, a May location location set to see

00:16:05 --> 00:16:09:

unimportant couty the asset manager Kisala Kiss.

00:16:11 --> 00:16:17:

Keystone Cobbler the allowed to pursue Ivanka and Andy D

00:16:17 --> 00:16:20:

Enerflex uncertain an opportunity,

00:16:20 --> 00:16:24:

Sir plus Sicily Reagan like crazy at work.

00:16:26 --> 00:16:28:

New organ donor

00:16:30 --> 00:16:33:

set up on the new.

00:16:33 --> 00:16:35:

Come lose, ever want to spit on it if you

00:16:35 --> 00:16:38:

don't kiss me there I want please.

00:16:40 --> 00:16:42:

Digitalization is short again at home.

00:16:46 --> 00:16:49:

It it it could even be small song,

00:16:49 --> 00:16:54:

fitness resources. Cute incredible novella Sissy that walk.

00:16:54 --> 00:16:58:

Do you know who post you could receive their compacted

00:16:58 --> 00:17:00:

again more Sentinels?

00:17:00 --> 00:17:02:

Anne.

00:17:02 --> 00:17:05:

Please check battery. It is our effective asset and also

00:17:05 --> 00:17:07:

factor in it you could see.

00:17:09 --> 00:17:12:

Logistics.

00:17:12 --> 00:17:14:

Can I kiss you?

00:17:14 --> 00:17:18:

Son of a neonatology physician.

00:17:18 --> 00:17:23:

More said to psychological deck area here.

00:17:23 --> 00:17:26:

We own our own affair and they don't have.

00:17:26 --> 00:17:32:

I approval, use under the back door again on Sue.

00:17:32 --> 00:17:37:

She's at the moment having issue like a little baby.

00:17:37 --> 00:17:39:

This ticket.

00:17:39 --> 00:17:41:

Skip is only this year,

00:17:41 --> 00:17:45:

just like more highs and everyone back damaged hair here.

00:17:45 --> 00:17:48:

Specially designed if you also look for the cities that

00:17:48 --> 00:17:49:

personally.

00:17:51 --> 00:17:56:

This album Social Electric December.

00:17:56 --> 00:17:59:

The southeast corner.

00:17:59 --> 00:18:01:

Judy.

00:18:01 --> 00:18:06:

Restoration only on Thunderfury progressi.

00:18:06 --> 00:18:14:
00:18:14 --> 00:18:19:

Evenly elective logistic where an active to difficult problems
are.
Why won't onto OSU? Will not endanger.

00:18:19 --> 00:18:24:

Not yet well. Yeah you gotta monstrous tests later.

00:18:24 --> 00:18:28:

Open system so something was box on the iPhone or

00:18:28 --> 00:18:30:

soon soon soon that count.

00:18:30 --> 00:18:34:

So can you consume by step forward?
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00:18:34 --> 00:18:38:

Approve this applies only to Nigeria at Leon Guaria.

00:18:38 --> 00:18:41:

Excuse for a few songs,

00:18:41 --> 00:18:43:

provincial tea, whiskey, etc.

00:18:46 --> 00:18:52:

Fostoria filament and many other products.

00:18:52 --> 00:18:56:

More song please utilize at almost one flexibility.

00:18:56 --> 00:18:59:

Whiskey in Norman Mailer disneya.

00:18:59 --> 00:19:04:

Rob is 1 owner the negotiation?

00:19:04 --> 00:19:08:

Do you mean Mackay? Along with Norman OK city this

00:19:08 --> 00:19:13:

on duodenal midcareer applied conformal symmetry kettles.

00:19:13 --> 00:19:16:

Minimum Qu??bec.

00:19:16 --> 00:19:18:

How likely is it? Is it awesome people?

00:19:20 --> 00:19:22:

Although she's somebody to pray,

00:19:22 --> 00:19:25:

I believe flexibility to clinic.

00:19:25 --> 00:19:30:

Forgot so they both room asserted that radon measure.

00:19:30 --> 00:19:34:

And just go. But he's on fire.

00:19:34 --> 00:19:37:

Open your monkey on this game like we move year.

00:19:37 --> 00:19:40:

Then you're a sample counts.

00:19:40 --> 00:19:42:

Now you have to get him on this stranger.

00:19:42 --> 00:19:44:

Do multi soon.

00:19:44 --> 00:19:47:

Willie Nelson something products we don't lose.

00:19:47 --> 00:19:50:

Once at fixing the term is so popular on risk.

00:19:50 --> 00:19:52:

The Goose Creek and statically,

00:19:52 --> 00:19:56:

as it is, attachment total support to Monmouth.

00:19:56 --> 00:19:58:

Character of rebels. One of these uncle.

00:20:03 --> 00:20:06:

So nobody knows where could tear the bottle.

00:20:06 --> 00:20:08:

Said Thursday. Jesus too much since Saturday.

00:20:11 --> 00:20:12:

No go for us.

00:20:15 --> 00:20:19:

Happy. Yes yes. Well, I don't know.

00:20:19 --> 00:20:25:

Dear Beatrice, along possible could prove the flexibility.

00:20:25 --> 00:20:28:

If you know small application not working give up Accuray.

00:20:31 --> 00:20:32:

Sure, come and see.

00:20:35 --> 00:20:38:

Should be over on system.

00:20:38 --> 00:20:39:

Yes, we do you function.

00:20:41 --> 00:20:46:

Complexometric Plaza unitil

00:20:46 --> 00:20:47:

I still hate his son.

00:20:47 --> 00:20:52:

I feel silly coworker for example.

00:20:52 --> 00:20:56:

Preschool among the visibility too early.

00:20:56 --> 00:21:00:

Illegal through the fundamental, more fully.

00:21:00 --> 00:21:03:

Turn the cash registers on column Duke.

00:21:05 --> 00:21:11:

Joanna, I believe her inflexibility.
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00:21:11 --> 00:21:13:
00:21:15 --> 00:21:17:

His mother did you hit by him?
Messy at work at all.

00:21:17 --> 00:21:21:

Don't let six months you don't don't.

00:21:21 --> 00:21:25:

It's on new.

00:21:25 --> 00:21:28:

I knew no, no count could plastic tissue there.

00:21:28 --> 00:21:30:

If under a technology.

00:21:30 --> 00:21:33:

UCT.

00:21:33 --> 00:21:34:

Once you're ready with new security,

00:21:34 --> 00:21:37:

remove flight to safety.

00:21:37 --> 00:21:40:

Poison miss you. So sit by example.

00:21:40 --> 00:21:45:

Look at the data center is active for life.

00:21:45 --> 00:21:50:

In science, who knows in one part is not purple.

00:21:50 --> 00:21:50:

And I think.

00:21:53 --> 00:21:56:

I wanna kill you. He don't say nothing to say

00:21:56 --> 00:21:56:

former.

00:21:56 --> 00:21:59:

I made a larger more.

00:21:59 --> 00:22:02:

Just get, do we seek it out even know who

00:22:02 --> 00:22:04:

asked her who she pick yourself,

00:22:04 --> 00:22:06:

said Bash move.

00:22:06 --> 00:22:11:

Dependable pain or controversy for team owner
communication towers.

00:22:11 --> 00:22:13:

Kiki Kiki.

00:22:13 --> 00:22:17:

Life and Science Sunday 'cause the teacher.

00:22:17 --> 00:22:22:

I thought he went on to get efficiency.

00:22:22 --> 00:22:25:

Also.

00:22:25 --> 00:22:32:

Meet that his school that were set to set list.

00:22:32 --> 00:22:34:

Rhubarb

00:22:34 --> 00:22:37:

people who cannot achieve the machine translation by
people could

00:22:37 --> 00:22:40:

assume that I sent you an example name she said.

00:22:42 --> 00:22:48:

Chocolate chip considered really doesn't configure restaurant
Seattle pick on

00:22:48 --> 00:22:49:

the hopper.

00:22:49 --> 00:22:54:

Could learn, yeah, I do conference.

00:22:54 --> 00:23:00:
00:23:00 --> 00:23:01:

OK, so don't answer concentration for appetitie allusion it
don't
let me check.

00:23:01 --> 00:23:06:

Affordable housing loans want it doesn't matter.

00:23:08 --> 00:23:12:

I seek you and she could totally addiction issue 2

00:23:12 --> 00:23:14:

and all the residents.

00:23:14 --> 00:23:16:

**** did you make shears for sale?
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00:23:19 --> 00:23:26:
00:23:26 --> 00:23:26:

Sicily's lap women Osiris tick.
In this room.

00:23:30 --> 00:23:31:

I think you might be correct.

00:23:35 --> 00:23:39:

Much better place. There are in very early data center.

00:23:39 --> 00:23:43:

Beauty and this created were sticker on there to do

00:23:44 --> 00:23:46:

the Super small mustache.

00:23:46 --> 00:23:48:

Smokey

00:23:48 --> 00:23:50:

after smoking.

00:23:50 --> 00:23:52:

We will do it.

00:23:52 --> 00:23:55:

Now on every good or more word.

00:23:57 --> 00:24:01:

You guys stay connected.

00:24:01 --> 00:24:05:

Did not remember something if you.

00:24:05 --> 00:24:07:

Logistics.

00:24:07 --> 00:24:09:

Delivery.

00:24:09 --> 00:24:12:

Furthermore, list it will help me get more.

00:24:15 --> 00:24:19:

Because men have lots more will not be there more.

00:24:19 --> 00:24:23:

The provision more Gucci you.

00:24:23 --> 00:24:24:

Damn it or not.

00:24:26 --> 00:24:29:

Manifesting

00:24:29 --> 00:24:30:

ask me my cartoon of you,

00:24:30 --> 00:24:32:

thank you.

00:24:32 --> 00:24:34:

Enjoy.

00:24:34 --> 00:24:38:

Logistic or federal benefits?

00:24:38 --> 00:24:41:

The sector the securing the digitalism.

00:24:41 --> 00:24:44:

Bosco oh it or not dog with a diploma in

00:24:44 --> 00:24:45:

Commerce?

00:24:45 --> 00:24:49:

Keep pressing more. Leanna, digitalization,

00:24:49 --> 00:24:51:

apriori, Pasco.

00:24:53 --> 00:24:59:

Digital local fence Sitter set an active key.

00:24:59 --> 00:25:02:

Picture selective coolness is you know,

00:25:02 --> 00:25:05:

memory commencer boxes may.

00:25:07 --> 00:25:12:

Really hard to predict on consoles.

00:25:12 --> 00:25:17:

Battle.net economy. Prove a provision.

00:25:17 --> 00:25:22:

Now listen here early. Good morning,

00:25:22 --> 00:25:25:

it was still recommend me to suffer in Turkey.

00:25:25 --> 00:25:26:

Fake emergency.

00:25:29 --> 00:25:32:

Let us until seven shows that you had more personal.

00:25:35 --> 00:25:38:

Crystal right honey?

00:25:38 --> 00:25:42:

Pretty sure that you were there.

00:25:42 --> 00:25:44:

Data center.
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00:25:44 --> 00:25:45:
00:25:48 --> 00:25:49:

I said well.
Set a slider.

00:25:51 --> 00:25:54:

Yeah, it's good to sound normal.

00:25:56 --> 00:25:59:

The more upright or message received.

00:26:01 --> 00:26:06:

My actual my scheme shut down slightly.

00:26:06 --> 00:26:10:

Come on, those are. Are not our fellow men do

00:26:10 --> 00:26:14:

murder key to tell more years could resolve it.

00:26:14 --> 00:26:18:

More digital connected.

00:26:18 --> 00:26:21:

The margin, in particular not populistic.

00:26:21 --> 00:26:24:

Mr Neil is in all Sydney also commonly do class

00:26:24 --> 00:26:25:

activities,

00:26:25 --> 00:26:29:
00:26:29 --> 00:26:32:

monkey summer creamy nautical as toner and organize this
model.
There is so much mostly say or filters on Azure

00:26:32 --> 00:26:33:

controls,

00:26:33 --> 00:26:34:

tattoos, vaccination hours.

00:26:37 --> 00:26:37:

Demo

00:26:39 --> 00:26:42:

I don't look at six months results,

00:26:42 --> 00:26:47:

he's not this is gonna get Ugly City division or

00:26:47 --> 00:26:49:

not to retain the Villa.

00:26:49 --> 00:26:53:

No clue, ranking the top ten O pen.

00:26:53 --> 00:26:56:

No party.

00:26:56 --> 00:26:59:

In an airport, Little Guardian's cousin plus or coffee,

00:26:59 --> 00:27:04:

do Bella at the lower level almond coffee so much

00:27:04 --> 00:27:05:

in May or June?

00:27:05 --> 00:27:09:

Even some approval for party replete Kirk,

00:27:09 --> 00:27:11:

could you not say?

00:27:13 --> 00:27:17:
00:27:17 --> 00:27:18:

Proposed a Mail Online restaurant La La Gateway Solo
upper
Continental.

00:27:23 --> 00:27:26:

Maybe just.

00:27:26 --> 00:27:29:

Happy, not sure it's good with the car effect.

00:27:29 --> 00:27:32:

Your last name usually appointed me a cure,

00:27:32 --> 00:27:34:

the coolest scheduler and mondo.

00:27:34 --> 00:27:36:

Sort through daughter tenant developing.

00:27:39 --> 00:27:42:

Hello Como es commercial.

00:27:42 --> 00:27:45:

Honey, I'm usually loaded up on me,

00:27:45 --> 00:27:48:

not separate off. Hit me up at frontier.com no Sabia

00:27:48 --> 00:27:50:

Northrop on Sir,

00:27:50 --> 00:27:52:

please tell you is reportedly gone,

00:27:52 --> 00:27:55:

gone. You're fat.
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00:27:55 --> 00:27:58:
00:27:58 --> 00:28:02:

Yeah, or the demo's only gone.
Metropole working on popular, that activity,

00:28:02 --> 00:28:05:

and feta. Quelques Wallander Parry,

00:28:05 --> 00:28:08:

daughter Metropole Global on pets.

00:28:08 --> 00:28:12:

Passion Geofilter reports.

00:28:12 --> 00:28:17:
00:28:17 --> 00:28:17:

Normal affect only markovian's reports of water is responsive
for
feral Eric.

00:28:17 --> 00:28:21:

So more solar Frontier national maybe two or three or

00:28:21 --> 00:28:24:

lesion on the lung Koutiala Metropole.

00:28:27 --> 00:28:29:

Matthew 12

00:28:29 --> 00:28:29:

phone.

00:28:31 --> 00:28:33:

I don't know why.

00:28:33 --> 00:28:36:

Apple six on.

00:28:36 --> 00:28:40:

The social cleanliness schedule program.

00:28:40 --> 00:28:45:
00:28:45 --> 00:28:47:

Don't make me laugh. Participation factor least a certain
stressful
should've done this report.

00:28:47 --> 00:28:49:

Question what?

00:28:49 --> 00:28:53:

Jimmy lost ability are pretty crappy factor.

00:28:53 --> 00:28:58:

Social apeland would secure social.

00:28:58 --> 00:29:01:

Yeah, more the second person the the report on credit

00:29:02 --> 00:29:02:

here.

00:29:04 --> 00:29:09:

Set an easier said you know what is showing or

00:29:09 --> 00:29:11:

see if you get it.

00:29:15 --> 00:29:20:

What a little too obvious is exactly.

00:29:20 --> 00:29:26:
00:29:28 --> 00:29:32:

Encounter, let leave it. Also social societal donut economy
support.
Septic reverber teamer Atwater.

00:29:32 --> 00:29:35:

Just get the anti greenfelder not fastened orifice here in

00:29:35 --> 00:29:36:

the consumer.

00:29:36 --> 00:29:38:

But before we could do something.

00:29:40 --> 00:29:43:

Would be useful if Obama can attack was his usual

00:29:43 --> 00:29:46:

party full download her conceptual design.

00:29:46 --> 00:29:49:

They don't know what section.

00:29:49 --> 00:29:49:

I know.

00:29:52 --> 00:29:54:

Some pasta, rice labor.

00:29:57 --> 00:29:58:

No way you can fit it in poker.

00:30:01 --> 00:30:03:

Unique 'cause it's funny. This ****

00:30:03 --> 00:30:06:

is I mean so we consume matter but there is

00:30:06 --> 00:30:09:

only for the fountain on the bundle.
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00:30:09 --> 00:30:15:
00:30:15 --> 00:30:17:

Open to specific on purchase possible suspending addition.
The new power do not perform in person or we

00:30:18 --> 00:30:19:

could do reputation before.

00:30:22 --> 00:30:25:
00:30:28 --> 00:30:31:

I'm coming example comparison through Reflector isn't
appraiser.
Pop account date for continued work.

00:30:31 --> 00:30:35:

Make your affect on local never holders way it could

00:30:35 --> 00:30:36:

work.

00:30:36 --> 00:30:42:

2 screws contribute since Akira poster positive for a potential

00:30:42 --> 00:30:43:

surgery last night.

00:30:43 --> 00:30:47:

So forget issue her back investing.

00:30:50 --> 00:30:51:

In with him on Conan,

00:30:51 --> 00:30:53:

just came over here, but I love her and I

00:30:53 --> 00:30:54:

backed up.

00:30:54 --> 00:30:56:

So Sarah kissed you.

00:30:56 --> 00:30:57:

Things are so crazy.

00:31:00 --> 00:31:04:

Watching right now back to me see is it repetitive?

00:31:04 --> 00:31:06:

Just sure.

00:31:06 --> 00:31:11:
00:31:11 --> 00:31:12:

Miss you don't push secure Memcached posturing one or
legacy
will be.

00:31:12 --> 00:31:15:

Yeah I could not help us on top of what

00:31:15 --> 00:31:17:

we do that is experimental.

00:31:17 --> 00:31:19:

It's interesting to know.

00:31:22 --> 00:31:26:

So I think it should also see a tile on

00:31:27 --> 00:31:28:

the order list.

00:31:28 --> 00:31:30:

And Danielle, who kissed you,

00:31:30 --> 00:31:34:

only talk to the person comes over.

00:31:34 --> 00:31:36:

Want to did you get it?

00:31:36 --> 00:31:41:

Something I can't report sensitivity so it doesn't often social

00:31:41 --> 00:31:42:

change my own factor.

00:31:42 --> 00:31:45:

You put independentista. No partial skill.

00:31:45 --> 00:31:49:

Boss, Mr skillful dollar, associated respectiva prescriptions,

00:31:49 --> 00:31:53:

receiving phone too. So they shows.

00:31:53 --> 00:31:55:

Since you got to come and say.

00:31:57 --> 00:32:01:

I can see a an I don't know.

00:32:01 --> 00:32:04:

Or maybe.

00:32:04 --> 00:32:05:

So.

00:32:05 --> 00:32:11:

I have four of your own Motori UCC to local

00:32:11 --> 00:32:13:

or something.

00:32:13 --> 00:32:16:

But it's good.
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00:32:16 --> 00:32:19:
00:32:19 --> 00:32:23:

Imagine back to Roku, elected for logistical,
Chris at work for whoever.

00:32:23 --> 00:32:25:

Nocona

00:32:25 --> 00:32:29:

because in December near disappeared.

00:32:29 --> 00:32:34:

Did you want to come back to see you?

00:32:34 --> 00:32:35:

More that I usually do,

00:32:35 --> 00:32:39:

this one is active for super harsh.

00:32:39 --> 00:32:42:

No, it usually or not.

00:32:45 --> 00:32:47:

Any?

00:32:47 --> 00:32:54:

Personal digital develop more active approval early resulted
in people.

00:32:56 --> 00:32:59:

Little Pony and verbal alarm back to governor.

00:33:01 --> 00:33:02:

See or not?

00:33:05 --> 00:33:06:

When I can create.

00:33:11 --> 00:33:12:

This car

00:33:16 --> 00:33:21:

you will not do the technology.

00:33:21 --> 00:33:24:

I just moved back to.

00:33:24 --> 00:33:29:

Professor, T-Mobile or they do emit lonely sometimes,

00:33:29 --> 00:33:33:

but don't need Turner.

00:33:33 --> 00:33:36:

I still do you wanna join?

00:33:36 --> 00:33:39:

It is under the box over legal counsel.

00:33:39 --> 00:33:42:

It objective successfully pushed on there only see the head

00:33:42 --> 00:33:43:

your maximum.

00:33:49 --> 00:33:51:

Look sexy.

00:33:51 --> 00:33:56:

We must ask you for two months.

00:33:56 --> 00:33:59:

Because your settings or social Arkansas color white is also

00:33:59 --> 00:34:00:

filled with competitive.

00:34:03 --> 00:34:05:

If you are after ****

00:34:05 --> 00:34:08:

is objective, if a perfectly.

00:34:11 --> 00:34:14:

The point is that opposite.

00:34:14 --> 00:34:18:

The contact resulted rebuild the path allergic var is here

00:34:18 --> 00:34:21:

that if we wanted to put it this way so

00:34:22 --> 00:34:23:

that the devil.

00:34:23 --> 00:34:28:

Support will be soft. Me Luna sociality.

00:34:28 --> 00:34:32:

Maybe now he says do that other year by colorfully

00:34:32 --> 00:34:34:

good activity.

00:34:34 --> 00:34:38:

Even more objectively, person no effect.

00:34:38 --> 00:34:38:

Yahoo.

00:34:41 --> 00:34:43:

Solar system.

00:34:46 --> 00:34:50:

He also said the boy.

00:34:50 --> 00:34:55:

The first approval I could hear EEE.
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00:34:55 --> 00:34:59:

If everyone in the.

00:34:59 --> 00:35:02:

I would like to see that you're ready to roll.

00:35:02 --> 00:35:04:

Hello Lee Cooper

00:35:06 --> 00:35:08:

if you could.

00:35:08 --> 00:35:13:

The president, it objected to the prover actually personally,

00:35:13 --> 00:35:17:

if it isn't it is Lala Lulu well being.

00:35:17 --> 00:35:23:

See the effects of supernatural effects.

00:35:23 --> 00:35:27:

That was the seat, sorry Kelly.

00:35:27 --> 00:35:29:

Highest service, tisa.

00:35:31 --> 00:35:35:

This year they knew he.

00:35:37 --> 00:35:40:

Yes yes well able Beatrice.

00:35:42 --> 00:35:43:

So since you know.

00:35:46 --> 00:35:51:

Cannot again machine new infected my vision to do
systematic
sequence submitted,

00:35:51 --> 00:35:53:
00:35:53 --> 00:35:59:

total, antegrade or not, Romania would commonly
contraction also an

00:35:59 --> 00:36:00:

active ongoing CMCC.

00:36:00 --> 00:36:03:

Clearly turmoil said emotional.

00:36:05 --> 00:36:08:

Don't have any deals.

00:36:10 --> 00:36:13:

So next activity don't approval if you choose.

00:36:17 --> 00:36:20:

If it's emotionally.

00:36:20 --> 00:36:20:

Either yourself.

00:36:22 --> 00:36:27:

Kia is they do not do need to keep their

00:36:27 --> 00:36:29:

objective here.

00:36:29 --> 00:36:32:

Lisa. Speed to the positive.

00:36:34 --> 00:36:40:

I will be there on everything.

00:36:40 --> 00:36:42:

Work in progress and.

00:36:42 --> 00:36:46:

Nothing or progress Moussa.

00:36:46 --> 00:36:53:
00:36:53 --> 00:36:56:

Who's restaurants equally liquid echo connect com no small
vaccine.
No more charisma black coated me skate,

00:36:56 --> 00:36:58:

sympathetic mates.

00:36:58 --> 00:37:03:

Want to keep the hood no pal.

00:37:03 --> 00:37:05:

Menu ha.

00:37:05 --> 00:37:07:

People take 2.

00:37:07 --> 00:37:12:

I will be in the final smaller mobile show this

00:37:12 --> 00:37:13:

performer,

00:37:13 --> 00:37:14:

but I don't say OK,

00:37:14 --> 00:37:21:

you know, you know, preoccupation more shoujo square
click.
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00:37:21 --> 00:37:23:
00:37:23 --> 00:37:27:

Sure yourself with some slash,
don't remove that. Do not assume debunked.

00:37:27 --> 00:37:31:

Ethical progress ivanca

00:37:31 --> 00:37:35:

They do constitute depended on issues among herbs to pull

00:37:35 --> 00:37:37:

her diplopia model.

00:37:37 --> 00:37:40:

Only so quickly.

00:37:40 --> 00:37:41:

Are you?

00:37:43 --> 00:37:47:

You could say a problem could show the house rotator.

00:37:47 --> 00:37:49:

Do my PowerPoints. Yes, she meant no.

00:37:49 --> 00:37:53:

City Pond only would feel smaller simply on a nice

00:37:53 --> 00:37:53:

to have.

00:37:53 --> 00:37:56:

Say I must of it well.

00:37:56 --> 00:38:02:

He is super contradict. Wara's is converting and see and

00:38:02 --> 00:38:07:

know some reported in an example of some Hungary set

00:38:07 --> 00:38:12:

it on final smaller on back on Boa kivas Construire

00:38:12 --> 00:38:15:

dans appear if Eric.

00:38:15 --> 00:38:22:

Also Bhaskar on Quad set concept LA on Inquire Assets

00:38:22 --> 00:38:23:

concept LA.

00:38:23 --> 00:38:28:

Find it more for four hour.

00:38:28 --> 00:38:32:

Hello Craigslist and Ultra Parking Ultra in Melody will make

00:38:32 --> 00:38:33:

his address was one.

00:38:33 --> 00:38:36:

They look at her do not a cool about your

00:38:36 --> 00:38:39:

characters on command Lepri goes active.

00:38:41 --> 00:38:45:

Key kalabasa do not well being it it did not.

00:38:45 --> 00:38:49:

Do not rely on better supports are on our on

00:38:49 --> 00:38:54:

site focus Ibuku Solar Party who don't pass a measure.

00:38:54 --> 00:38:57:

Ponsa party ESA.

00:38:57 --> 00:39:02:

The book Don participants at Pornosec Chris Chris,

00:39:02 --> 00:39:07:

La Don't lay Bureau or liaison plus model travel on

00:39:07 --> 00:39:11:

General Kiss Address auto solace.

00:39:11 --> 00:39:14:

Leslie SA of wonderful oganyan.

00:39:14 --> 00:39:21:

The elect razor. Message or Faria is good voice.

00:39:21 --> 00:39:25:

Is it correctly so since you're not ready to shoot?

00:39:25 --> 00:39:27:

Yeah.

00:39:27 --> 00:39:30:

The official National religious service.

00:39:30 --> 00:39:34:

Not loudly, shortly after that didn't send anything.

00:39:34 --> 00:39:39:

Is not performing, wasn't wanted when you were young.

00:39:39 --> 00:39:42:

I love this summer.

00:39:42 --> 00:39:43:

Just physical.

00:39:46 --> 00:39:53:

Still talks about Bukulja Socium compiler G function.
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00:39:56 --> 00:39:59:
00:40:02 --> 00:40:06:

To tell the denuclearization promotion.
General Mail to go. They don't give you the money.

00:40:06 --> 00:40:10:

These hospital complied mean is it hospital heart rate wasn't

00:40:10 --> 00:40:14:
00:40:14 --> 00:40:16:

back to garbage collection on the moment Millennium Motor
Apology
on Sebastian Demolition work.

00:40:16 --> 00:40:17:

Construction,

00:40:19 --> 00:40:19:

Albert.

00:40:25 --> 00:40:29:
00:40:29 --> 00:40:33:

The Mobility store in North conceptually under prefix if
possible.
The many Ivy Tech is enjoyed it onto counter well

00:40:33 --> 00:40:34:

maximum some company,

00:40:34 --> 00:40:38:

but also as his Uncle Bitten by preset well daughter

00:40:38 --> 00:40:42:

functionality on the JMX mental flexibility of future.

00:40:42 --> 00:40:45:

I don't care or not take home day-to-day pound on

00:40:45 --> 00:40:49:

a capacitive construction liliput onset this feature.

00:40:52 --> 00:40:54:

Don't season.

00:40:54 --> 00:40:58:

I don't know where it's going.

00:40:58 --> 00:41:00:

I want to woman Bruce.

00:41:00 --> 00:41:05:

You will not take to submit another will see further

00:41:05 --> 00:41:06:

myself.

00:41:06 --> 00:41:09:

Is it because we are working on the transformer bypass?

00:41:09 --> 00:41:13:

Appreciate mycology monkey.

00:41:13 --> 00:41:16:

I killed a valuation on my bank account.

00:41:16 --> 00:41:17:

It's hard to talk with him.

00:41:19 --> 00:41:26:

I don't want to do party party.

00:41:26 --> 00:41:30:

Well, maybe we don't get partner production services,

00:41:30 --> 00:41:32:

PwC, sure.

00:41:32 --> 00:41:35:

Got this for my phone is a strong,

00:41:35 --> 00:41:40:

supportive new potion demon. It is a shock new garden

00:41:40 --> 00:41:42:

for the policy.

00:41:42 --> 00:41:43:

Hello at work.

00:41:45 --> 00:41:48:

This is a testing more effective.

00:41:50 --> 00:41:54:

This room book.

00:41:54 --> 00:41:56:

Suppose the customer told you.

00:41:56 --> 00:41:57:

Heal

00:42:00 --> 00:42:01:

Calcutta knows.

00:42:05 --> 00:42:11:

Shoes, shoes. In Ottawa symbol pronouncing.

00:42:11 --> 00:42:13:

La La la.

00:42:13 --> 00:42:16:

It's cool you don't leave your phone by sample.

00:42:18 --> 00:42:20:

Are y'all ******* sorcery?
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00:42:20 --> 00:42:23:
00:42:23 --> 00:42:29:
00:42:29 --> 00:42:33:

Now you asked for some more Amazon support.
Another generous email on classic locker version would be
over.
So guess who gets multiples?

00:42:33 --> 00:42:38:

What local soldiers here with all the technique?

00:42:38 --> 00:42:40:

Uh, you foolish?

00:42:42 --> 00:42:43:

Who told him?

00:42:45 --> 00:42:48:

I'll tell you, suppose I cisgender Katie,

00:42:48 --> 00:42:49:

do not yet responded. Well,

00:42:49 --> 00:42:52:

this afternoon is open space.

00:42:52 --> 00:42:57:

And I suppose technically could well be on model.

00:42:57 --> 00:43:01:

20 AM.

00:43:01 --> 00:43:02:

Shoes.

00:43:02 --> 00:43:07:

Lola, do you special shuttle tanker projection image do not

00:43:07 --> 00:43:10:

look reason or talk about activity that alone.

00:43:10 --> 00:43:15:

They don't care Yakima and cacique and social sector will

00:43:16 --> 00:43:18:

continue about this one.

00:43:18 --> 00:43:21:

As it for long as he opened the chief look

00:43:21 --> 00:43:23:

over the other side,

00:43:23 --> 00:43:28:
00:43:28 --> 00:43:31:

can present barriers for us like Mickey longitude really
secure?
Aniverse Bucher.

00:43:31 --> 00:43:33:

Little lizard

00:43:33 --> 00:43:37:

exibility you don't.

00:43:37 --> 00:43:42:

Did you know you're the working reflexive he's?

00:43:42 --> 00:43:48:

Bless all your own. As a quality graphics unity edible.

00:43:48 --> 00:43:52:

Can keep up with yourself or let me complete.

00:43:52 --> 00:43:55:

Lovely service from Bucharest.

00:43:55 --> 00:43:58:

CAD.

00:43:58 --> 00:44:02:

1. This cooler localization to behold,

00:44:02 --> 00:44:05:

way to salt and pepper shake this Calculator.

00:44:05 --> 00:44:07:

Capital regional languages.

00:44:09 --> 00:44:10:

Give up.

00:44:12 --> 00:44:14:

Roaming.

00:44:14 --> 00:44:16:

Umanzor said major diva here.

00:44:16 --> 00:44:21:

Daniella move along citizen.

00:44:21 --> 00:44:25:

See Grammar, which is terrible.

00:44:25 --> 00:44:30:

New execution and more overall near there.

00:44:30 --> 00:44:31:

Still on the skin.

00:44:35 --> 00:44:36:

At the post attribute.

00:44:38 --> 00:44:41:

I just wanted some more packaging.
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00:44:41 --> 00:44:45:
00:44:45 --> 00:44:51:

Yeah, your daughter is generally satisfactory.
Design the bureau's cover, liver or crystal distances
approved the

00:44:51 --> 00:44:57:
00:44:57 --> 00:44:57:

merger April people who control model for the economic
Latrun
sunk.

00:44:57 --> 00:45:00:

Earlier.

00:45:00 --> 00:45:01:

The server.

00:45:04 --> 00:45:07:

You don't go to monitoring.

00:45:07 --> 00:45:10:

Removing the time before Melgar.

00:45:12 --> 00:45:14:

The Yellow silk's union.

00:45:21 --> 00:45:21:

Surely?

00:45:23 --> 00:45:24:

Now is this morning.

00:45:26 --> 00:45:31:

Earlier you said you knew martial class active.

00:45:33 --> 00:45:36:

Major vegetables.

00:45:36 --> 00:45:38:

My sabbatical year.

00:45:38 --> 00:45:42:

If I QoS.

00:45:42 --> 00:45:45:

So it's possible.

00:45:45 --> 00:45:50:

A new proof controller toys driving you will be always

00:45:50 --> 00:45:51:

if you want.

00:45:51 --> 00:45:56:

See. Abcmouse project on full don't fit your mobile app

00:45:56 --> 00:45:57:

on the ship.

00:45:57 --> 00:46:00:

She knows who Mercedes specific to schema,

00:46:00 --> 00:46:04:

disposition, grocery, company or navicular precious kenova,

00:46:04 --> 00:46:09:

cutie mask, etc. Electron laser benefited from.

00:46:09 --> 00:46:13:

We always got premas keys for ceremonies.

00:46:13 --> 00:46:19:

And obviously, disparition reviews were probably more fair.

00:46:19 --> 00:46:21:

Proportions can proceed.

00:46:21 --> 00:46:23:

It would be weird.

00:46:26 --> 00:46:30:

The function image quality on the high count your young

00:46:30 --> 00:46:35:

classic you're presently measure in this critical about you.

00:46:35 --> 00:46:37:

Better bottle.

00:46:37 --> 00:46:39:

Model is in in anecdote Maya,

00:46:39 --> 00:46:42:

if you.

00:46:42 --> 00:46:45:

It won't get home in EastEnders.

00:46:45 --> 00:46:47:

I'm done with the moment.

00:46:47 --> 00:46:50:

Who's give it on two months of timid nor Citron,

00:46:50 --> 00:46:53:

Yahoo Dev Armor system to track modeling,

00:46:53 --> 00:46:55:

says seppuku on their level.

00:46:55 --> 00:46:59:

Technical examples Sunday on earth.

00:46:59 --> 00:47:01:

Idea who is she kidding?
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00:47:01 --> 00:47:03:
00:47:03 --> 00:47:06:

Well, I don't discuss postage.
For example, at every year it will solve the same

00:47:06 --> 00:47:08:

company you have problem on.

00:47:08 --> 00:47:09:

One bill will have near me,

00:47:09 --> 00:47:12:

but with donkeys connected policy or dissolution.

00:47:14 --> 00:47:18:

Gundam style lyrics. Workhorse if it's money.

00:47:21 --> 00:47:24:

And let's say there's like,

00:47:24 --> 00:47:28:

you're just like that.

00:47:28 --> 00:47:31:

Most of them is always considered transfer and you could

00:47:31 --> 00:47:33:

see about if it's not ready to look at it.

00:47:36 --> 00:47:39:

Well, it really don't transfer.

00:47:39 --> 00:47:43:

I love war, which is at least if not more,

00:47:43 --> 00:47:46:

area promoter dollars more secure.

00:47:51 --> 00:47:53:

Yeah.

00:47:53 --> 00:47:55:

Will do.

00:47:55 --> 00:47:57:

Proportion is imitation.

00:47:59 --> 00:48:03:

I should post it in case you're here.

00:48:03 --> 00:48:05:

They sure she passed.

00:48:07 --> 00:48:12:

Kwaku don't do do do do do.

00:48:12 --> 00:48:15:

It was run from solitaire.

00:48:15 --> 00:48:18:

About Jenny

00:48:18 --> 00:48:21:

uh, so the general.

00:48:21 --> 00:48:27:

Sedition Harless your future of work he Katie female Delmore

00:48:27 --> 00:48:33:

in convex comment that they could only collaborative
regardless supplies

00:48:33 --> 00:48:38:

on organization is to go shopping by Voltaire.

00:48:38 --> 00:48:39:

When I told you me.

00:48:39 --> 00:48:41:

Let let.

00:48:41 --> 00:48:43:

So how did it go back?

00:48:46 --> 00:48:49:

It was supposed to in football now.

00:48:49 --> 00:48:55:
00:48:55 --> 00:48:56:

Fiducial duty Highpass Samana like it should be transported
into
Swedish.

00:48:56 --> 00:48:59:

Labels on the wall active feedback.

00:48:59 --> 00:49:04:

Folksy Michael teaches what it up to Moody back your

00:49:04 --> 00:49:06:

highest see exclusive.

00:49:06 --> 00:49:13:

Can you, uh, proximity? Then you debit assume are secure.

00:49:13 --> 00:49:15:

Issued on the.

00:49:15 --> 00:49:18:

Do Mini Cooper tableau.

00:49:18 --> 00:49:22:

These are good to see pathology.

00:49:22 --> 00:49:25:

And we needed to do.
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00:49:25 --> 00:49:29:
00:49:29 --> 00:49:32:

Don't screw see exactly this tradition.
We will not.

00:49:32 --> 00:49:33:

You can say you had any person,

00:49:33 --> 00:49:39:

yeah? Well look good as reverse proxy.

00:49:39 --> 00:49:41:

Books about.

00:49:41 --> 00:49:46:

But also side by side with you could either.

00:49:46 --> 00:49:52:

And uh, basically received about 1 pound of your money.

00:49:52 --> 00:49:53:

Multiple.

00:49:56 --> 00:49:56:

Yeah.

00:49:59 --> 00:50:02:

Or contact like this, which is better?

00:50:02 --> 00:50:05:

We do not have.

00:50:05 --> 00:50:07:

Soon.

00:50:07 --> 00:50:13:

Yeah, that's why this isn't just an apology flexibility.

00:50:13 --> 00:50:15:

Initially book sponsored affect.

00:50:17 --> 00:50:18:

Please explain with the most.

00:50:20 --> 00:50:25:

The easier it is.

00:50:25 --> 00:50:30:

Perfect good, so how could that be more money as

00:50:30 --> 00:50:31:

well?

00:50:31 --> 00:50:34:

Do 12 year old presents with you if you don't

00:50:34 --> 00:50:39:

watch over the non presence of people applying for housing.

00:50:39 --> 00:50:40:

It is at least.

00:50:42 --> 00:50:45:

The best dorm.

00:50:49 --> 00:50:49:

On the commercial.

00:50:52 --> 00:50:55:

Affect on our will. See Apollo.

00:50:55 --> 00:50:57:

Not by might be Alex.

00:51:02 --> 00:51:06:

So he's haunted by Caesar Submix love affair.

00:51:09 --> 00:51:13:

And, um, and I compose on Yahoo universe.

00:51:17 --> 00:51:19:

Expensive.

00:51:19 --> 00:51:22:

Waikiki occupied.

00:51:22 --> 00:51:24:

The school board.

00:51:24 --> 00:51:26:

2 Plus grew a dispenser.

00:51:26 --> 00:51:29:

Try personnel and this gets at the heart.

00:51:29 --> 00:51:32:

You don't see senses that public house lucky.

00:51:36 --> 00:51:38:

Perfect performance.

00:51:38 --> 00:51:40:

Adjusted

00:51:40 --> 00:51:42:

girls in Mentari school.

00:51:46 --> 00:51:46:

Online.

00:51:50 --> 00:51:53:

On tell me on television.

00:51:53 --> 00:51:56:

EEOC decision

00:51:56 --> 00:51:57:

this will.
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00:52:00 --> 00:52:02:
00:52:07 --> 00:52:08:

You could remove.
I need progressive.

00:52:14 --> 00:52:17:

He was here just made you.

00:52:17 --> 00:52:24:

You quoted you along with your little fellow.

00:52:24 --> 00:52:30:

Individuals not buddy to Fuqua affect no one at 12:00

00:52:30 --> 00:52:31:

AM at more.

00:52:31 --> 00:52:34:

Put down examples. It was a keeper.

00:52:34 --> 00:52:36:

Infectors kissed over a party.

00:52:36 --> 00:52:39:

I'm unique alondra.

00:52:39 --> 00:52:43:

Free Whitmore sofa Webex. We so much so much trivia

00:52:43 --> 00:52:48:
00:52:48 --> 00:52:52:

measure Persona 2 suppresion total color Bureau at and
onto
a key full of it for new to softer Cesar

00:52:52 --> 00:52:56:

restaurant on plus model to Hong Kong for discharge,

00:52:56 --> 00:53:01:
00:53:01 --> 00:53:06:

telecommunications, creativity and envy. Social key
appreciate.
Partement quelques one fetter part Enigma Palmer,

00:53:06 --> 00:53:09:

AK versus a normal.

00:53:09 --> 00:53:13:

Andy Nosal civilly no japonessa.

00:53:13 --> 00:53:16:

Video Revenue Bureau is cipro.

00:53:16 --> 00:53:18:

Kaia is set on Santa Monica.

00:53:18 --> 00:53:21:

Rapper Swae the prison please to do more is super

00:53:22 --> 00:53:22:

cautious.

00:53:22 --> 00:53:26:

We are quoted Audrey and his uncle.

00:53:26 --> 00:53:32:

So virtually all memories and put on the online feature

00:53:32 --> 00:53:34:

is soplica who's got more.

00:53:37 --> 00:53:41:

Caicos Wake witty edict officer libero rest don't occur.

00:53:41 --> 00:53:44:

This is Connie, my fiance Investia

00:53:46 --> 00:53:51:

You are young son holiday personality,

00:53:51 --> 00:53:52:

WW.

00:53:54 --> 00:53:56:

Uh, sometime.

00:53:56 --> 00:54:01:

External known that we presume.

00:54:01 --> 00:54:07:

Japanese mid only on Metropolitan the Boost Mobile.

00:54:07 --> 00:54:12:

Television before someone in Minneapolis came under the
little transport,

00:54:12 --> 00:54:16:

positive focus. Where did you leverage on?

00:54:16 --> 00:54:16:

Now.

00:54:19 --> 00:54:21:

No, Macy says.

00:54:23 --> 00:54:27:

Push me to this hospital command on this unlucky.

00:54:27 --> 00:54:29:

Nucleus undervalued under number Miami.

00:54:29 --> 00:54:32:

We see they don't pick up your pleasure buddy.
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00:54:32 --> 00:54:34:
00:54:34 --> 00:54:37:

You know his own sense.
But the phone I've found him over example Walski don't

00:54:37 --> 00:54:40:

show the girl from fit on the console Mount.

00:54:40 --> 00:54:42:

Good girl from USA.

00:54:42 --> 00:54:46:

Professional, yeah. Who could junkie prefer?

00:54:46 --> 00:54:50:

Will see I did have a body girls good idea.

00:54:50 --> 00:54:55:

Something outside sentimental value.

00:54:55 --> 00:55:02:

Well will never said do Blue said Douglas already take

00:55:02 --> 00:55:04:

care for you.

00:55:04 --> 00:55:06:

Is on one particular *****

00:55:06 --> 00:55:10:

purposes only. If you only wanted and you always reposted

00:55:10 --> 00:55:14:

on the new shell diameter on the positive via Mail.

00:55:17 --> 00:55:21:

Daniel West cool. I can't improve on.

00:55:21 --> 00:55:25:

Somebody drunk is it only trust social?

00:55:25 --> 00:55:28:

Will it affect my children Bill?

00:55:30 --> 00:55:33:

If it is a distance.

00:55:33 --> 00:55:35:

From Ottonian pushes up is complete homework,

00:55:35 --> 00:55:37:

yet I could I continue now.

00:55:37 --> 00:55:40:

This is why I'm also busy and I don't know

00:55:40 --> 00:55:41:

quite beaucoup.

00:55:41 --> 00:55:45:

Our hotel Mukono valuable if you almost wanna hold up

00:55:45 --> 00:55:49:

to me for that image of your cable ski ski

00:55:49 --> 00:55:49:

ski.

00:55:49 --> 00:55:52:

Function they wanted hospital and on his own like something

00:55:52 --> 00:55:53:

other.

00:55:55 --> 00:55:57:

Your own bubble could be warmer.

00:55:57 --> 00:56:01:

Please convert to special do treasure passing men on the

00:56:01 --> 00:56:03:

arguer Beatrice is definitely large,

00:56:03 --> 00:56:04:

more volume.

00:56:06 --> 00:56:09:

Down the shore fast, just join but you can look

00:56:09 --> 00:56:10:

last year at least.

00:56:12 --> 00:56:15:

My wife took the dip.

00:56:15 --> 00:56:17:

Daily question economy keep to complex.

00:56:21 --> 00:56:24:

Thing here don't don't lose more nerfs.

00:56:24 --> 00:56:26:

EOC fiction.

00:56:26 --> 00:56:31:

We should swap it. Don't don't plant in here.

00:56:31 --> 00:56:37:

They configure hostility permit about the new diesel mom or

00:56:38 --> 00:56:45:

standard is after more sexy to imprimir demonstrable
definition due

00:56:45 --> 00:56:48:

judgments about the specifics.

00:56:48 --> 00:56:53:

Terrier, systematic preschool.
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00:56:53 --> 00:56:55:

Yeah, I'm assuming you're coming back.

00:56:55 --> 00:56:57:

Tickle my tiny door.

00:56:57 --> 00:57:02:

It's true, and it's past exterior.

00:57:02 --> 00:57:03:

Somebody active.

00:57:06 --> 00:57:10:

It on the debut on through.

00:57:10 --> 00:57:14:

Older kind of groups without the screws to functionally,

00:57:14 --> 00:57:19:

but for simultaneous crucibulum wanted me or dollar.

00:57:19 --> 00:57:21:

Whiskas Erie Conomique normally album.

00:57:23 --> 00:57:24:

Thanks.

00:57:27 --> 00:57:32:

Little do they hold her economic movie Abla

00:57:32 --> 00:57:34:

on that kid could example so do not.

00:57:34 --> 00:57:38:

Conditions reported his account on cover.

00:57:38 --> 00:57:41:

Uncover dash papers can be quite severe.

00:57:41 --> 00:57:44:

Appear to look at is as soon as you could

00:57:45 --> 00:57:46:

pass up at school.

00:57:46 --> 00:57:48:

Catchy.

00:57:48 --> 00:57:54:

The proximity andriola Seymour. Achieve that picture.

00:57:57 --> 00:58:01:

Text her back tivity with the perfect symmetry.

00:58:01 --> 00:58:04:

Suppose here on cleaning work with you.

00:58:06 --> 00:58:09:

At news conference that they will not get boost except

00:58:09 --> 00:58:11:

function air condition,

00:58:11 --> 00:58:15:

the outdoor city. There was a statement of medical bills,

00:58:15 --> 00:58:19:

so I'm confused. Patrolman classy cell functions you fat and

00:58:19 --> 00:58:21:

gassy mix with some medical.

00:58:21 --> 00:58:21:

Normal.

00:58:24 --> 00:58:28:

I assume you know, or your depression awesome,

00:58:28 --> 00:58:32:

or at least she could be bothered.

00:58:32 --> 00:58:34:

So let me only object.

00:58:36 --> 00:58:37:

So skip.

00:58:40 --> 00:58:43:

Young Sebastian Chemisty servers could let you know.

00:58:43 --> 00:58:45:

Schedule coworking.

00:58:47 --> 00:58:48:

Horrible.

00:58:53 --> 00:58:54:

Misfits

00:58:56 --> 00:58:59:

coworking set for quite cool working at TR.

00:58:59 --> 00:59:04:

6 baskets. City and concept inflexibility set up tables only.

00:59:04 --> 00:59:09:

Look at yourself. You said flexibility necessary.

00:59:09 --> 00:59:14:

What are all the Viva Africa under a Depot?

00:59:14 --> 00:59:16:

You don't pass it off.

00:59:16 --> 00:59:20:

It's Mr Ponsler lafrance. Ariana camera Boskovic not a cut

00:59:20 --> 00:59:20:

finger.
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00:59:20 --> 00:59:24:
00:59:25 --> 00:59:29:

Tracy Smith City tour and Marcie Key determining power and
triggers flexibility that Sudafed Contra more along the tail.

00:59:29 --> 00:59:32:

Pasquerilla of Italy would it be under please up to

00:59:32 --> 00:59:36:

school on our man yeah Lemme Shores North reports in

00:59:36 --> 00:59:36:

Napa.

00:59:36 --> 00:59:40:

Yeah Sponsler look concept hula bars do succeed in to

00:59:40 --> 00:59:41:

do coworking.

00:59:41 --> 00:59:44:

Settler flexibility are set up to look at here.

00:59:44 --> 00:59:48:

Is your console seller the regular dejar loving yosi?

00:59:50 --> 00:59:52:

She says now or something?

00:59:54 --> 00:59:58:

I know that it is a pickle says there is

00:59:58 --> 00:59:59:

no comparison.

00:59:59 --> 01:00:02:

Why coworking massive pasa?

01:00:02 --> 01:00:06:

Neither do men, but they answer yeah.

01:00:06 --> 01:00:07:

You opened it.

01:00:11 --> 01:00:12:

Messy, messy.

01:00:15 --> 01:00:17:

Annika

01:00:17 --> 01:00:20:

this June, sure.

01:00:20 --> 01:00:23:

Steal her.

01:00:23 --> 01:00:27:

Yeah, I would never thought to confirm.

01:00:27 --> 01:00:29:

The only fish.

01:00:29 --> 01:00:31:

Wait?

01:00:31 --> 01:00:34:

Mother said to set to set me this question.

01:00:37 --> 01:00:39:

Idea?

01:00:39 --> 01:00:45:
01:00:48 --> 01:00:50:

Wanted their multitude pretty well just to move the
conclusion.
Hello.

01:00:50 --> 01:00:52:

Target able to vision.

01:00:55 --> 01:00:57:

Tell 'em

01:00:57 --> 01:00:58:

give us so, don't say.

01:01:03 --> 01:01:06:

Mileage Manassas.

01:01:06 --> 01:01:10:

Did you take the hotel you could you saluted him

01:01:10 --> 01:01:11:

ocean Villa?

01:01:11 --> 01:01:13:

Online suggestion to cook them.

01:01:13 --> 01:01:16:

Cakes, complex.

01:01:16 --> 01:01:20:

You look, yeah yeah, if not more.

01:01:20 --> 01:01:24:

In economy are superficial.

01:01:24 --> 01:01:27:

Yeah, from.

01:01:27 --> 01:01:33:

Continue our according to her position so number like a

01:01:33 --> 01:01:35:

stone A is upgrade,

01:01:35 --> 01:01:37:

yeah.
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01:01:37 --> 01:01:42:

Specially the router, he considered the console.

01:01:42 --> 01:01:43:

Oh no how to drown people,

01:01:43 --> 01:01:46:

yeah, she equal.

01:01:46 --> 01:01:50:

Uh, see before it don't.

01:01:50 --> 01:01:53:

Possibly you could check.

01:01:53 --> 01:01:57:

Dirty foot, and he pretended you tourists.

01:01:57 --> 01:02:01:

Val banjo he, like his social tourism and affair is

01:02:01 --> 01:02:02:

Illa.

01:02:04 --> 01:02:06:

Who knows?

01:02:06 --> 01:02:10:

Here for her, but he could mention continue harbor,

01:02:10 --> 01:02:13:

usually nuclear.

01:02:13 --> 01:02:17:

To download the only problem or more that's connected to

01:02:17 --> 01:02:18:

the different he said here,

01:02:18 --> 01:02:21:

this could be perjury.

01:02:21 --> 01:02:23:

Video shooting him.

01:02:25 --> 01:02:29:

At all she could do do do do do.

01:02:29 --> 01:02:32:

Suboxen now see this active for distressed and my children

01:02:32 --> 01:02:33:

he unicon cook.

01:02:33 --> 01:02:36:

That's pretty cool.

01:02:36 --> 01:02:39:

Shackleton happy unknown. The like is true.

01:02:39 --> 01:02:42:

Suppose he said the value is assured.

01:02:44 --> 01:02:45:

Determining.

01:02:47 --> 01:02:49:

I see that message as well,

01:02:49 --> 01:02:50:

I know.

01:02:52 --> 01:02:54:

About 112 don't.

01:02:56 --> 01:02:59:

Also set a set.

01:02:59 --> 01:03:06:

No, we short skirt and impact may support on.

01:03:06 --> 01:03:09:

Talk to confirm it's only transfer your personal hobby.

01:03:12 --> 01:03:17:

You will see that fast food on religion is despair.

01:03:17 --> 01:03:21:

Veggie power is excessive.

01:03:21 --> 01:03:24:

Note it comes.

01:03:24 --> 01:03:28:

Somebody is using the competition on 12 until new or

01:03:28 --> 01:03:30:

different sector.

01:03:30 --> 01:03:34:
01:03:34 --> 01:03:36:

Maybe on the collaboration between do I want Samsung
come
Community history.

01:03:36 --> 01:03:38:

He is just said not positive.

01:03:40 --> 01:03:43:

Yeah, not looking strong kid guitar.

01:03:43 --> 01:03:46:

No, thank you.

01:03:46 --> 01:03:52:

It's just that because it didn't hear it was messier.

01:03:52 --> 01:03:55:

What is the best time to plant as shown?
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01:03:55 --> 01:04:00:

Is Rudy Giuliani portion two or regarding sentence?

01:04:00 --> 01:04:03:

Push until you realize you PwC.

01:04:03 --> 01:04:07:

Sorry, sorry, sorry, sorry, imagine pending real estate.

01:04:07 --> 01:04:11:

It would require effective.

01:04:11 --> 01:04:13:

So please click like yourself.

01:04:13 --> 01:04:16:

Do they turn also feature of Overmatching tooth?

01:04:16 --> 01:04:18:

It was messy.

01:04:18 --> 01:04:19:

Ventually

01:04:22 --> 01:04:23:

but Johnny merci beaucoup.

01:04:26 --> 01:04:30:

Nothing will work. This means that the system will be

01:04:31 --> 01:04:31:

now.

01:04:31 --> 01:04:35:

But it is difficult.

01:04:35 --> 01:04:37:

The basic message.

01:04:37 --> 01:04:39:

If I'm always, you know.

01:04:39 --> 01:04:41:

Do you really see you alive?

01:04:47 --> 01:04:49:

Miss you.

01:04:49 --> 01:04:50:

Natalie

This video transcript has been machine-generated, so it may not be accurate. It is for
personal use only. Reproduction or use without written permission is prohibited. If you
have a correction or for permission inquiries, please contact [email protected].
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